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Nodoka Yamaura

Instagram: @yamaura.nodoka
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I am graphic designer and artist
from Tokyo in Japan. I make art
works with a theme of LIGHT
because in my opinion, one’s
emotion is moved by attractive
light. Everyday the nature is full
for me, so everyday I am so happy,
thanks to AARK and Korpo.
I love Finland!
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Acadia Kandora

acadiakandora.com / Insta: @acadiakprints
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My work has always had a strong
connection with nature. Whether it’s
trying to ﬁgure out what nature
would look like if it came off an
assembly line or creating alternative
landscapes, the natural has been a
constant recurring theme in my
work.
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Just before my residency at AARK, I was interested in exploring my personal relationship
to nature though the creation of a 1.8m x 1.8m artiﬁcial forest through printmaking
processes and paper mâché-ing recycled materials. I screen-printed all the bark, and have
spent many nights among my faux trees. My artiﬁcial forest served two purposes. First, is
it possible to recreate the calming, isolating, and immersive headspace I feel while being out
in the woods? And second, what would an artiﬁcial forest created hundreds of years in a
dystopian future where all the trees were cut down look like?
With all these ideas in mind, I have been so
excited to have the opportunity to return to
Finland, and to once again be inspired by
the Finnish wilderness. In the summer of
2017, I spent two months in Helsinki
assisting my sculpture professor in teaching
a metal casting class at the Arts Academy.

Woodblock Prints

As much as I love Helsinki, coming to the archipelago has also been a wonderful
experience. Everyone, especially in Korpo, have been warm and welcoming. The moss and
lichen are so soft and squishy under my boots, and there is a little salt water in the breeze. I
have come to the conclusion that Finland and its people have such a closer connection to
nature than where I’m from (the mountains just West of Washington DC in the States). It’s
ingrained into the culture. The hum of nature is so vibrant and alive here. Everybody goes
out into the woods and appreciates the sounds and the quietness of isolation. A silence, that
I could never experience back home. I absolutely love it. There’s something about walking
amongst the birch trees that’s been so inspiring and humbling. Americans have much to
learn about nature from the Finns. Perhaps if more Americans would go for a walk in the
woods, we would understand the paramount importance of taking better care of our
surroundings.
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Redd & Roxanna Walitzki

roxannawalitzki.com / reddwalitzki.com
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Collaborative artist duo Redd Walitzki and Roxanna Walitzki set out to travel across
Europe earlier this year, creating eco-conscious artwork that inspires thought and positive
change in the world. In an on-going experimental visual series, the siblings are exploring the
relationship between the human form and remote landscapes through artworks that
highlight the impact humans are having on our planet.

Redd was very excited to return to the AARK Residency after spending last summer here
getting to know the beautiful Archipelago nature & community. This time Redd’s focus has
been transforming the unique landscapes of the region into watercolor studies and oil
paintings. Roxanna has been working on her experimentally rearranged classical music,
culminating in live performances at Hotel Nestor’s and the Archipelago Centre
Korpoström.
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Korpo Bladet team want to thank all the artists in residency this month of July, for
the incredible energy they brought to the island and for their colorful souls. We
especially want to show our gratitude to Roxanna for the performances she made
in Hotel Nestor on 27/7 and Skärdgårdscentrum Korpoström 28/7. Love.

Artist in residence in August :)
Rachel Keranen

US

Marie Docher

FRA

Karen Knorr

US/UK

Laura Ruotsalainen

FIN

Kaisu Kundelin

FIN

https://www.rachelkeranen.com/
http://docher.com/home.html
http://karenknorr.com/
https://kuvataiteilijamatrikkeli.fi/
taiteilija/kaisu-lundelin

